
Queen of Egypt Exotic Wilds Game Rules 

Queen of Egypt Exotic Wilds is a 5 reel by 3 row, 243 ‘ways pays’ videoslot featuring Exotic Wilds 

frequently occurring and rewarding different multipliers each spin.  

At the end of each spin, every [Exotic Wild] that lands on the reels will expand the entire reel and 

have a random multiplier assigned from 2x to 7x.  If more than one exotic wild land on the screen 

during the same spin, wins that include multiple Exotic Wilds take the sum of all the Exotic 

Multipliers included in the spin. 

Exotic Wilds Substitute for all symbols except for the free spins pyramid scatter. 

Free Spins and choose your volatility options 

Landing 3 or more [Pyramid Scatter] during the base game triggers the free spins  

Choose 1 of 3 Free Spin options for Medium to Extreme Volatility 

The Multiplier Boost option awards 12 Initial Free Spins with Medium Volatility 

3 [Pyramid Scatter] Award an additional 12 Free Spins. 

Each [Special symbol] awards an extra free spin and increases the multiplier range of the Exotic 

Wilds from 1 to 3.  An increase range is done by adding the random amount from 1 to 3 to all the 

multiplier.  For example, if the multiplier range is increased by 3, then instead of having a range of 2x 

to 7x the new range for future exotic wilds will be 5x to 10x. 

The increased range of the “Exotic Wilds” apply to all wilds for all remaining free spins, including the 

spin that the [Special Symbol] has landed.  As more [Special Symbol] land during free spins the Exotic 

Wild multipliers will continue to increase further. 

The Extra Exotic option awards 10 Initial Free Spins with High Volatility 

3 [Pyramid Scatter] Award an additional 10 Free Spins. 

Collect [Scarab Symbol] to convert more symbols to wilds. 

Collecting 3 [Scarab Symbol] will convert all [SH1] Symbols into [Exotic Wild] 

Collecting 3 more [Scarab Symbol] will convert all [H1] Symbols into [Exotic Wild] 

Collecting 3 more [Scarab Symbol] will convert all [H2] Symbols into [Exotic Wild] 

Collecting 3 more [Scarab Symbol] will convert all [H3] Symbols into [Exotic Wild] 

Collecting 3 more [Scarab Symbol] will convert all [H4] Symbols into [Exotic Wild] 

The Extreme XXX option awards 8 Initial Free Spins with Extreme Volatility 

3 [Pyramid Scatter] award an additional 8 Free Spins. 

Exotic Wild Multipliers during the Extreme XXX free spins option always pay from 4x to 9x.  

Furthermore, landing multiple exotic wilds on the same spin have compounded win potential as the 

total win multiplier is calculated by taking the product of all multipliers included in the win together 

rather than the sum. 

 



Every time at least one [Exotic Wild] lands on the reels, in addition to the multiplier there is a chance 

that the jackpot will trigger.  An animation is shown to show the chance of triggering, and if 

randomly triggered the game will transition to the jackpot pick bonus. 

During the jackpot pick bonus, 12 available picks that will reveal the mini, minor, major, or grand 

jackpots as pick choices are made.  Picks are made until 3 matching jackpots reveal which will end 

the bonus and award the jackpot that has 3 reveals. 

The Theoretical return to player for the game is 94.755% 


